THINNING THE GRAY VOTE: STATE VOTER IDENTIFICATION LAWS AND THE NATION’S ELDERLY
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The elderly population in the United States is not only the largest growing demographic in the nation, but is also the most active in voting. State regulations have become increasingly strict over the past decade, including various voter identification laws. These laws burden the individual’s right to vote, and often disproportionately affect certain groups, including the nation’s elderly. This Note discusses the elder electorate, voter identification laws, the effect they have on the elderly, and possible alternatives and resolutions that could allow for the elderly to vote while ensuring the integrity of the electoral process. Specifically, this Note recommends two legislative solutions. First, instead of enacting identifications laws, states can accomplish the same goals by strengthening current provisions. Second, states with voter identification laws, which are unlikely to be repealed, should mitigate the adverse effects such laws have on the elderly.
I. Introduction

With the rise of stricter state regulations over the past decade, the United States elder electorate faces impending complications to its right to partake in the most core democratic process available to citizens: voting.

Over the past several election cycles, a patchwork system of voter photo identification laws has sprouted around the nation. Troublingly, such state legislative actions have created varying levels of electoral restrictions that burden one’s ability to vote and have the potential to exclude sections of the populace from the electoral process. Such laws have a disproportionate effect on several groups and one such sizable faction is the nation’s elderly. Elderly Americans encompass both the largest growth demographic in the country in terms of age as well as the most active voting group, by percentage, in both voter registration and participation in all federal elections over the past several cycles. As such, their potential exclusion from the polls stands to have major ramifications for elderly interests.

Within this elder electorate exist classes particularly vulnerable to the ill effects of voter identification laws, including women, individuals of minority racial or ethnic backgrounds, as well as those of low socioeconomic standing. While other articles have focused on the

1. See, e.g., Claire Foster Martin, Comment, Block the Vote: How A New Wave of State Election Laws is Rolling Unevenly Over Voters & the Dilemma of How to Prevent It, 43 CUMB. L. REV. 95, 96 (2013).
2. See generally id.
4. See Mercer, supra note 3.
5. Unless stated otherwise, this Note will use the terms “elder” and “elderly” to refer to individuals that are age sixty-five and over.
effect of voter identification laws on a wide swath of people. This Note will discuss the implications of voter identification laws on elderly voters, with a focus on particularly affected subsets when possible, as well as potential alternatives and voting methods, and what resolution, if any, should be taken to ensure both the integrity of the election process while ensuring these individuals are able to cast their ballot.

Elderly voters constitute not only the voting bloc with the highest participation among all other age groups, but the fastest growing age group in the United States with the graying of the baby boom generation. The enactment of new forms of voter identification requirements by the states, most notably photo identification requirements, angles to present major obstacles to this aging voting populace in the near future.

Consider the story of Genevieve Winslow, an elderly resident of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, who, as of 2013, had voted in every election since 1948, when she first became eligible to cast a ballot. With the passage of Wisconsin’s voter identification law, Ms. Winslow “worried she might get turned away at the polls in the future,” due in part to the incorrect spelling of her name on her birth certificate and the Anglicization of her first name during her youth which may prevent her from obtaining the identification now necessary by law to vote.

Another example is Dorothy Cooper, a Tennessee nonagenarian turned away from a state driver service center in 2011 while trying to obtain a state voter identification card because she did not have a copy of her marriage certificate. There is by no means a shortage of

11. Id.
similar anecdotes and concerns emanating from across the country over the past few years.\textsuperscript{13} Notably, Texas’ voter identification law nearly ensnared one of the state, and country’s, most prominent, former politicians.\textsuperscript{14} On November 2, 2013, former Speaker of the U.S. House, gubernatorial candidate, Texas State Judge and voter in every election since 1944, Jim Wright, age ninety, was turned away by a local Texas Department of Public Safety office for failing to have the requisite photo identification needed to obtain a Texas voter identification.\textsuperscript{15} While Wright eventually did acquire the appropriate identification prior to the election, he also happened to have advantages many older elderly voters’ lack, namely political prominence, an assistant, and the time and money needed to acquire a birth certificate in a prompt manner.\textsuperscript{16}


\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Id.}

Assuredly, these are just a few examples of the impact and implications state voter identification laws can and may have on elderly voters. That being said, the time is ripe for such issues to accelerate and new problems to arise given the rapid pace to pass similar legislation among the states. This Note will take a look at the way such state voter identification laws may affect elderly voters and what can be done to ensure and enhance electoral accessibility for this group while accounting for the concerns behind voter identification laws.

First, in Section II, this Note will address general background on the growing elder electorate and legal background on the rise of stricter voter identification regulations. Then, Section III will examine implications of these laws on elderly voters, and possible viable alternatives proposed by the Brennan Center and others. Section III will also take a closer look at methods that can be used alongside voter identification in order to make the effects of such laws less trying.

Finally, Section IV of this Note will advocate for two legislative solutions. One, states without voter identification laws have little reason to adopt them and can accomplish the same, if not similar effects by simply strengthening existing, less onerous provisions. Two, states with voter identification laws that are unlikely to repeal them in the near future should implement provisions to mitigate the adverse effects these laws can have on elderly voters. Ultimately, this Note advocates for solutions that steer away from the disenfranchisement of elder Americans while preserving the integrity and accessibility of the franchise.

II. Background and History

Voting in the United States, for the most part, has been subject to an underlying push for expansion and accessibility since the franchise first came into being with the adoption of the U.S. Constitution in 1789. In several parts to follow, this Section will explore both this Note’s relevant subset of the electorate, elderly voters, and relevant legislative and legal action relating to voting rights and voter identification legislation.

17. See, e.g., U.S. CONST. amend. XV (removing racial restrictions on the right to vote); U.S. CONST. amend. XIX (removing restrictions on female suffrage); U.S. CONST. amend. XXVI (lowering the voting age to eighteen years old). Gary Lawson & Guy Seidman, When Did the Constitution Become Law?, 77 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1, 1 (2001).
Over the past century, the role of elderly individuals in the electoral process has increased as life expectancies continue to rise. At the same time, the federal government has enacted an array of legislation meant to make the voting process easier and encourage registration among individuals of all ages. Meanwhile, many states have begun to institute stricter voter identification laws, justified by a desire to prevent voter fraud. This is a phenomenon whose magnitude, as of yet, is drawn more from political rhetoric than fact.

The 2012 election was the first federal general election since several of these new laws had been passed; however, many had not gone into full effect at that time while others have faced challenges in the courts, delaying their implementation. Given their recent vintage, their true effect on the national electorate is still speculative. Furthermore, two recent major cases decided by the Supreme Court have weighed directly on voting rights and voter identification laws. All of these matters directly implicate the voter identification issue as it relates to elderly voters.

A. The Elder Electorate

The rise of the elder electorate in the United States has come about in large part due to medical advancement and improved public health standards. In 1900, life expectancy at birth for the U.S. popu-
lace stood at 47.3 years; by 2010, that figure had risen to 78.7 years.\footnote{24} Furthermore, those reaching the ages of sixty-five and seventy-five are living significantly longer than their predecessors several decades prior.\footnote{25} Therefore, more individuals have the luxury of voting into the later stages of life than ever before and constructing life-long patterns of voting activity.

1. **Turnout**

In the 2012 election cycle, voters age sixty-five and over reported the highest levels of voter registration and turnout.\footnote{26} This trend is not new. Indeed, over the nine federal election cycles between 1996 and 2012, no fewer than 72.5% of elderly voters have reported registering to vote and no less than 58.9% have reported actually voting in these elections, the highest of any other age group for all cycles.\footnote{27}

Aside from the anecdotal wisdom from age, there are likely multiple reasons behind why elderly voters turn out at greater rates than younger cohorts. Preserving entitlements that benefit the elderly, such as Social Security and Medicare, is certainly one reason.\footnote{28} Elderly individuals also tend to be more settled into a particular community than younger people and thus are less likely to need to change their voter registration as frequently.\footnote{29}

Spending considerable time in one area may also make them more invested in furthering their community

\begin{itemize}
  \item \footnote{25} Id. In 1950, individuals reaching the age of sixty-five had a continued life expectancy of 13.9 years; by 2010, this number was 19.1 (a 37 percent increase). Id. Similarly, in 1980, a seventy-five-year-old individual could expect to live 10.4 more years; by 2010 they could expect 12.1 additional years (a 16 percent increase). Id.
  \item \footnote{27} U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, Table 399. Voting-Age Population—Reported Registration and Voting by Selected Characteristics: 1996 to 2010, in STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S.: 2012 246 (2012), available at http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2012/tables/12s0399.pdf. The lowest reported numbers, 72.5% registered and 58.9% voted, both arose from the 2010 mid-term elections. Id. In 2012, per the author’s calculations based on Census figures, 76.9% reported registering and 69.5% reported voting. Id. See also U.S. Census Bureau, supra note 26.
  \item \footnote{28} Brandon, supra note 8.
  \item \footnote{29} Id.
\end{itemize}
ty through electoral means. Finally, the retired and elderly often have the advantage of time during the day on their side not afforded to other age groups that allows them to both keep informed and vote on Election Day. Aside from their motivations, the sheer number of elderly voters positions them to be a formidable voting bloc for years to come.

2. DEMOGRAPHICS

Presently, the population of individuals ages sixty-five and over constitutes over 12.8% of the U.S. populace (a little over 39 million people in 2011), 21% of all eligible voters, and is growing at breakneck speed. This “pig in the python” stands to continue its growth over the coming several years with the continued aging of the baby boom.

Notably, individuals over eighty years of age are projected to be the fastest growing segment of the U.S. population over the next forty years. By 2050, the elderly population in America is expected to balloon to 107 million, and by 2060, 29% of eligible voters are projected to be 65 and over. There is no question the size of the elderly demographic will keep those issues that affect them in the spotlight for some time to come.

Individuals of minority backgrounds make up a significant portion of this burgeoning elderly voting bloc. By 2050, the U.S. Census Bureau projects the percent of non-white and/or individuals claiming Hispanic origin will make up over forty percent of all people in the United States over sixty years old. Per 2010 projections, they pres-

30. Id.
31. Id.
37. Id. Per the author’s calculation using the Census Bureau’s projections found in the table (47,676,817—the sum of persons projected to be other than a
ently make up over twenty percent of this group.\textsuperscript{38} As a subset of the population as a whole, such individuals presently account for over three percent of all people, of all ages, in the United States.\textsuperscript{39} By 2050, they will constitute over ten percent.\textsuperscript{40}

As such, elderly individuals stand to have a major impact on any U.S. election in the near future. However, the state legislative trend of implementing stringent voter identification laws have significant effects, for better or for worse, on the elder electorate and their voting activities. This seemingly flies in the face of national interests, as dictated by goals advocated by Congress in several pertinent pieces of federal electoral legislation.

B. Relevant Federal Voter Legislation

Over the past half-century, Congress has enacted four major pieces of voting legislation that relate to the elder electorate and stand for the proposition of increased access to the polls: the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act, the National Voter Registration Act of 1993, and the Help America Vote Act of 2002.

1. Voting Rights Act of 1965 (VRA)

In 1965, during the height of the Civil Rights Movement, Congress passed the Voting Rights Act of 1965.\textsuperscript{41} The Act served to

Major components of VRA include Section 2 and Section 5 of the Act. \footnote{43}{Id.} Section 2 prohibits discrimination in the voting process on the basis of race, color or membership in several minority language groups identified in Section 4(f)(2) of the Act. \footnote{44}{Id.} This Section has been used numerous times for enforcement litigation by the federal government. \footnote{45}{Id.}

Section 5 of the Act subjected certain states or portions of states with a history of discriminatory voting practices to review by either the Attorney General or United States District Court for the District of Columbia. \footnote{46}{Id.} Review was appropriate whenever one of these covered jurisdictions sought to change their voting laws and/or a legal challenge was brought against their voting laws. \footnote{47}{Id.}

In relation to voter identification legislation, Section 5 initially placed a significant hurdle in the way of many state governments working to enact such laws. However, that situation may drastically change since the Supreme Court’s 2013 ruling regarding Section 4 of the Act, \footnote{48}{See Shelby Cnty v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 2612 (2013).} later discussed in further depth. \footnote{49}{See infra Section II.E.ii.}

2. \textbf{VOTING ACCESSIBILITY FOR THE ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED ACT (VAEHA)}

and elderly individuals to registration facilities and polling places for Federal elections.”52 This demonstrated a clear national interest in improving of voting circumstances for elderly populations.

3. NATIONAL VOTER REGISTRATION ACT OF 1993 (NVRA)

Signed into law by President Clinton in 1993, the National Voter Registration Act of 199353 reinforced the American commitment to making voting open and accessible to all voting-age citizens.54 Within the Act, Congress articulates its purpose as, “. . . establish[ing] procedures that will increase the number of eligible citizens who register to vote . . . ,” and making it possible to “enhance the participation of eligible citizens as voters . . . .”55 Unlike the VRA, the NVRA “was aimed at achieving a broad-based increase in registration among all voters, not just racial and language minorities.”56

Three major components of the Act serve to further these purposes.57 Section 20504 requires that states make voter registration possible while obtaining or renewing a driver’s license.58 Section 20505 enables voter registration by mail.59 And section 20507 requires that state public assistance offices and state-funded programs geared toward individuals with disabilities provide opportunities for voter registration.60

4. HELP AMERICA VOTE ACT OF 2002 (HAVA)

In 2002, in response to voting issues noted during the 2000 election,61 the U.S. Congress and President Bush enacted the Help America Vote Act of 2002.62 The chief goal of the legislation was to “promote access [to polls] while ensuring election integrity.”63

56. Tokaji, supra note 18, at 467.
57. About the National Voter Registration Act, supra note 53.
59. Id. at § 20505.
60. Id. at § 20506.
61. Tokaji, supra note 18, at 470.
63. Tokaji, supra note 18, at 470.
HAVA, among other things, required that states begin to implement voter identification procedures for first time voter registration, under certain circumstances. Voter identification requirements that could satisfy HAVA included various means of valid photo and non-photo identification, such as a utility bill or government document that includes the voter’s name and address.

In regard to elderly voters in particular, HAVA required a study be undertaken to investigate “the establishment of a free absentee ballot postage program.” Following the study, Congress required the submission of findings, including recommendations on how such a program could target the elderly and “identify[ing] methods to increase the number of such individuals who vote in elections.”

C. The Evolution and Growth of State Voter Identification Legislation

The explosion of voter identification laws over the past decade has largely risen from the premise of preventing voter fraud. Proponents of these laws argue that incidences of voter fraud plague the integrity of every citizen’s right to vote and can be simply resolved by requiring the presentation of proper identification when voting. Butresses to this position include the ease of presenting identification and the widespread possession of photo identification by the American public. However, these arguments are short on proof, and such laws disproportionately affect groups like the elderly, racial and eth-

64. Help America Vote Act, U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMM’N, http://www.eac.gov/about_the_eac/help_america_vote_act.aspx (last visited Oct. 20, 2014). “HAVA requires that first-time voters present an acceptable form of identification, as discussed in the law’s text, if the voter registered to vote by mail and this process did not require the submission of an acceptable form of identification.” Id.

65. Id. at § 15481 (2012).

66. Id. at § 15386.

67. Id.


69. Id.

70. Id.

nic minorities and the impoverished.\textsuperscript{72} Despite the fact that the voter fraud premise is suspect, it is important to discuss, as it is the major rationale used to push for these measures.

1. **Voter Identification Laws in General**

While there are important distinctions between the kinds of voter identification laws states have sought to implement, the most important distinctions are between strict/non-strict and photo/non-photo distinctions.\textsuperscript{73} Common reference to the rise of “voter ID laws” or “voter identification laws” often connotes specifically to strict photo voter identification laws; however, this is not always the case.

Strict laws require that the requisite form of identification be provided in order for a vote to be counted as valid.\textsuperscript{74} Generally, voters subject to strict voter identification laws who lack the requisite identification when they vote are provided with provisional ballots.\textsuperscript{75} Such provisional ballots are kept separate from other ballots and will not be officially counted unless the proper identification is presented to election officials within a short period of time following the election.\textsuperscript{76} As of 2014, eleven states had strict voter identification laws in effect.\textsuperscript{77}

Non-strict laws, in contrast, typically request that individuals provide photo identification but allow for the use of alternate processes to verify the voter’s identity.\textsuperscript{78} As of 2014, twenty state laws in force were “non-strict.”\textsuperscript{79}

The other major distinction is whether there is a photo requirement tied to the need to present identification or if alternative documents will suffice.\textsuperscript{80} As of 2014, fifteen states request photo identification while sixteen did not.\textsuperscript{81}


\textsuperscript{73} This is the delineation used by the National Conference of State Legislatures; non-strict is a term created by the author of this Note. Wendy Underhill, The Canvass, NAT’L CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGS. (Mar. 11, 2014), http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/the-canvass-march-2014.aspx.

\textsuperscript{74} Id.

\textsuperscript{75} Id.

\textsuperscript{76} Id.

\textsuperscript{77} Id.


\textsuperscript{79} Underhill, supra note 73.

\textsuperscript{80} Id.

\textsuperscript{81} Id.

The voter identification movement saw a rapid uptick in activity starting in the 2010s, particularly in the creation of new laws, or addendums to existing laws to put photo requirements in place. Between 2011 and 2013, sixteen states passed new laws or amended their existing voting laws to put stricter standards in place.

As of the end of 2014, a majority of states, thirty-one total, have some kind of voter identification law in effect, while thirty-four such

84. See de Alth, supra note 82.
88. Underhill, supra note 73.
89. Id. The states that enacted strict voter identification regimes in 2011 included KANSAS AND WISCONSIN. Id. The states that adopted stricter standards on top of their existing voter identification laws included South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Alabama. Id.
91. See Underhill, supra note 73.
laws have been passed. Of those in effect, eight are strict photo identification, three are strict non-photo identification, eight are non-strict photo identification, and twelve are non-strict, non-photo identification.

D. 2012 and 2014 Elections and Looking at Impact

Notably, photo voter identification laws did not have a discernible impact on the 2012 election, which was the first national election since the voter identification rash began to spread across the country. While over thirty states had passed some form of voter identification law prior to November 2012, several laws were not yet in full force on Election Day. This included populous states like Pennsylvania and Texas. However, given the circumstances of 2012, this does not detract from the negative impact voter identification laws could have on elders in future elections. Nor does it necessarily justify a state’s ability to make voting more difficult in the first place.

Another major development has been the Supreme Court’s ruling in Shelby Cnty. v. Holder, which has and stands to have major implications for the passage of further voter identification laws. While more laws were in effect for the 2014 elections, the historically low turnout and regular dip in turnout for American midterm elections does not make it an ideal case study.

---

93. Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Mississippi, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. See Underhill, supra note 72.
94. Arizona, North Dakota, and Ohio. See Underhill, supra note 73.
100. Id.
E. Supreme Court Response

Two recent Supreme Court decisions have and will continue to have a major impact on the formation of state voter identification legislation: 2008’s *Crawford v. Marion County Election Board* and 2013’s *Shelby County v. Holder*.


*Marion County* arose from a challenge to Indiana’s voter identification law enacted in 2005. Specifically, the petitioners, local and state Democratic Party organizations, asserted that the Indiana law, which required presentation of government-issued photo identification in order to vote, was unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment.

A 6-3 Court, with a majority opinion by Justice Stevens, held that Indiana’s voter identification law was constitutional. In his opinion, Justice Stevens noted that various valid interests including the modernization of elections, the prevention of voter fraud, and guarding voter confidence could sufficiently justify the state’s law. In affirming the Seventh Circuit, the Court did not find that Indiana’s law implicated the strict review required of a potential poll tax. Furthermore, “the inconvenience of making a trip to the [Bureau of Motor Vehicles], gathering the required documents, and posing for a photograph surely does not qualify as a substantial burden on the right to vote, or even represent a significant increase over the usual burdens of voting.”

*Marion County* effectively cleared the law for states to continue to pass voter identification laws, especially those of the strict variety that

---

106. See *Shelby Cnty.*, 133 S. Ct. at 2612.
108. Id. at 187.
109. Id. at 204.
110. Id. at 191.
111. Id. at 188.
112. Id. at 198.
require the possession of government-issued photo identification in order for one’s vote to be considered valid.

For what it is worth, the judges that wrote the majority opinion at both the appellate level, Richard Posner on the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, and court of final review, Justice Stevens, have since indicated regrets about their rulings. Stevens, in particular, has noted that he believes Justice Souter’s dissent in Marion County was correct.


Shelby County came about after an Alabama county challenged the constitutionality of the Voting Rights Act’s preclearance requirement. Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act set out a preclearance formula, established in 1965, and continually reauthorized and based on data from elections in the 1960s and 1970s, that covered jurisdictions with histories of prerequisites to voting and low records of voter turnout. Under Section 5 of the Act, states covered by the Section 4 formula were required to seek approval from federal authorities, either the Attorney General or a three judge panel, whenever they sought to change state laws involving voting matters. Under the Act, states or jurisdictions could ask to be bailed out of the preclearance requirement after ten years of preclearance if they were able to show that they had taken sufficient remedial action. Similarly, jurisdictions with histories of discriminatory activity could be bailed in to the preclearance requirement.

Under the Voting Rights Act, in 2013, nine states and portions of six others were covered by Section 4 of the Act and effectively subject to preclearance review for all changes to their voting laws, including voter identification legislation.
The Supreme Court, however, in a 5-4 ruling found portions of the Voting Rights Act to be unconstitutional, specifically removing the applicability of Section 4’s pre-clearance formula to any jurisdiction due to it being an outdated measure.121 The Supreme Court’s holding in Shelby County prompted several of the states previously subject to pre-clearance to move ahead with their plans for voter identification legislation (laws that prior to the ruling would have been subject to pre-clearance).122 For example, within hours of the Court’s opinion, Texas’ Attorney General announced the state’s then-pending strict voter identification law would “go into immediate effect.”123 Similarly, on the same day as the decision in Mississippi, Secretary of State Delbert Hosemann released a press release stating, “Mississippi citizens have earned the right to determine our voting processes... [t]he process for implementation of Constitutional Voter Identification begins today.”124 Additionally, in the wake of Shelby County, one state previously subject to pre-clearance, North Carolina, enacted a new voter identification regime.125

In general, 2013 was a rather active year for both the introduction and passage of new voter identification legislation.126 In total, aside from the thirty-four states with voter identification laws on the books at the end of 2013, at least eleven new states fielded the notion of implementing voter identification laws.127 While several of these

---

121. See Shelby Cnty., 133 S. Ct. at 2630 (“There is no valid reason to insulate the coverage formula from review merely because it was previously enacted 40 years ago.”). Id.
123. Zachary Roth, That was Quick: Texas Moves Ahead with Discriminatory Voting Laws, MSNBC (June 25, 2013, 4:15 PM), http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/was-quick-texas-moves-ahead-discr.
124. Delbert Hosemann, Statement on Supreme Court Voting Rights Act Opinion, MISS. SEC’Y OF STATE (June 25, 2013), http://www.sos.ms.gov/About/Pages/Press-Release.aspx?pr=422. “It will be conducted in accordance with the Constitutional Amendment adopted by the electorate, funded by the Legislature, and regulations as proposed by the Secretary of State.” Id.
bills ultimately failed to secure passage in their respective state legislature some carried over into the 2014 legislative session. Whether such laws are presently in effect, will soon be in effect, or remain in the incubation stage in some state legislators’ minds, there is no denying the effects of voter identification legislation stands to create major issues for the elder electorate.

III. Analysis of the Problems Posed By Voter Identification Laws and Potential Alternatives

Voter identification legislation poses several problems to elderly voters that largely serve to make the voting process less attainable than it ideally should be. Furthermore, many of the major pieces of federal legislation that advocate for electoral accessibility fall short of achieving their goals.

On a more positive note, there are many viable alternatives, many of which are already in place that reach effectively the same result as voter identification laws without placing the same kind of burden on the elder electorate. And for states already with voter identification laws in place, there are several means to alleviate the dismal effects they can have on the elderly demographic.

A. Shortcomings of Federal Legislation

Several major pieces of federal legislation mentioned in Part II.B have worked to make the voting booth more accessible to elderly voters, but they are not without their shortfalls. Importantly, due to federalism, some of these federal actions only apply to federal elections, and state law is largely left to govern the voting requirements for individuals in a given state.

1. VRA

In most respects, the VRA and its amendments have had marked success in encouraging minority voters, particularly minorities in the South and language minorities, to both register and participate in elections. However, these successes have their limits. For example, while language assistance components of the VRA have encouraged greater electoral participation by Latino, Asian-American and Native

128. Id.
129. Tokaji, supra note 18, at 466.
American citizens, such provisions are often insufficient. Furthermore, there is still a large registration gap between these groups and their white cohorts. Finally, the Act is primarily concerned with voting and race, and not the elderly population in general.

2. VAEHA

Despite the strong message of this legislation, this Act has some very clear limits grounded in federalism. Notably, the requirement that polling places be accessible only applies to federal elections, and determining what constitutes “accessible” is left to each respective state’s discretion.

3. NVRA

The efficacy of NVRA is debatable. While the number of voters that have registered to vote, including those belonging to groups less likely to vote, has increased since NVRA, turnout has been variable, though this result likely does not rest solely on NVRA’s shoulders.

4. HAVA

HAVA contains a significant imperfection: The agency created to implement the Act, the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (“EAC”), lacks significant regulatory authority and is instead relegated to issuing voluntary guidance. Additionally, certain provisions within the Act place substantial hurdles in the way of enacting regulations.

130. *Id.*
131. *Id.* (“In 2002, for example, only 53% of Latino voting-age citizens and 31% of Asian voting-age citizens were registered, compared to 69% of white voting-age citizens.”).
133. Tokaji, *supra* note 18, at 469.
134. *Id.* at 469-70; MARIE LEARY & ROBERT TIMOTHY REAGAN, FED. JUDICIAL CTR., THE HELP AMERICA VOTE ACT 2-3 (2012) (citing HAVA, “HAVA does not give the EAC authority to ‘issue any rule, promulgate any regulation, or take any other action which imposes any requirement on any State or unit of local government.’”).
135. Tokaji, *supra* note 18, at 469 (stating that several variables likely play into voter turnout and that NVRA may have actually mitigated some declines).
136. *Id.* at 474.
137. *Id.* (noting that the equal bipartisan structure of the Act makes it difficult for the EAC to act).
5. **OTHER MAJOR FEDERAL LAWS**

Moreover, other major federal laws not discussed in Part II.B but often implicated as a means of ensuring accessible voting for elderly individuals, such as the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 \(^{138}\) and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 \(^{139}\) are inherently limited if the individual voter is elderly but does not have a cognizable disability. \(^{140}\)

B. **Issues Posed to Elderly Voters Enhanced By Voter Identification Laws**

Voter identification laws primarily affect elderly individuals because they either lack the proper identification needed to cast a ballot; live with mobility, disability or accessibility challenges; face significant socioeconomic constraints; and/or fall within the cross section of other groups disproportionately affected by such laws.

1. **LACK OF PROPER IDENTIFICATION**

A significant faction of the elderly population in the United States lacks the kind of identification often required under voter identification regimes and/or the means necessary to obtain needed documentation. \(^{141}\) For example, drivers licenses are generally considered one of the most common forms of government-issued photo identification. \(^{142}\) While a large segment of the population is licensed, \(^{143}\) many elderly individuals no longer possess valid identification for a couple of reasons. One, some elderly individuals simply stop driving due to concerns that may be health, safety, or family related,\(^ {144}\) and after a

---

certain period of time, their licenses lapse. Two, many states impose more restrictive renewal requirements on elderly drivers that can make retaining a valid license more difficult than for other age groups.

Some elders face rather unique burdens to the franchise in voter identification states simply because of practices at the time they were born. Place of birth, for example, has rapidly changed in just the past seventy years. In 1940, half of all births in the United States occurred at home, often meaning no official birth certificate was produced at the time of birth. Furthermore, many elder Americans possess birth certificates that do not correspond to their current name, often due to name changes—such as married individuals that have chosen to take on their spouse’s surname—or recording errors. While new and corrected birth certificates can be obtained at a later time, doing either costs money.

2. Mobility/Disability

Many elderly voters face disease, live with disabilities, or are otherwise limited in their mobility. Such physical hindrances can impede even the most ardent elderly voters from accessing state voter identification facilities or the resources need to obtain such identification.

Of individuals ages sixty-five or over, at least thirty-six percent live with some form of disability, and the number of people living with disabilities in this age group is expected to increase dramatical-

---

145. See, e.g., No ID, No Vote: What’s Happening in Texas, BRENNAH CENTER FOR JUSTICE (Oct. 30, 2014), http://www.brennancenter.org/blog/no-id-no-vote-whats-happening-texas (“Her mother is elderly-she will be 95 soon . . . . Her driver’s license had expired because she can no longer drive.”).


149. Id.

Many elderly individuals use mobility devices to get around, with significant gaps in use between the white, non-Hispanic elderly and the non-white or Hispanic elderly populations. Additionally, many elderly are unable to perform certain physical functions, such as walking two to three blocks, which place severe limits on their ability to get around unaided.

Mobility and disability issues also tie in to issues of whether voter identification is accessible.

3. Accessibility Challenges to Obtaining Identification

The location and transportation options (or lack thereof) available to many of the nation’s elderly population combined with the requirements of many voter identification laws places a significant burden on these individuals ability to vote. Many states with voter identification laws generally require that citizens possess specific kinds of state-issued photo identification.

In many rural areas within the United States, certain amenities, especially governmental offices, can be few and far between. Americans age sixty-five and over constitute 17.2% of the population living outside metropolitan or micropolitan areas in the United States, a figure disproportionate to their overall share of the national population. Given this rural placement, many likely live in locations quite removed from the nearest state facility capable of providing appropriate identification. Per overall estimates by the Brennan Center of ten states with restrictive voter identification laws in place with photo requirements, at least 17.5% of voting age citizens (10.3 million) in these...
states live more than ten miles from the nearest state identification-issuing office.\footnote{\textcopyright{} GASKINS \& IYER, supra note 141.}

Also of note, elderly individuals with minority backgrounds living in rural locations are more likely to be impoverished than other groups in their geographic setting and thus, particularly disadvantaged by voter identification requirements. In 2009, the household poverty rates for rural elderly African-Americans (23%), Native Americans (23%) and Hispanics (17%) all well exceeded the overall 9% poverty rate for the “nonmetro elderly.”\footnote{\textcopyright{} THE HOUSING ASSISTANCE COUNCIL, RURAL SENIORS AND THEIR HOMES (2011), available at http://www.ruralhome.org/storage/documents/elderly.pdf. In 2009, about 23% of all American homes were located in non-metropolitan areas. \textit{Id.} Of these households, 23%, or six million, were elderly-headed (as such, they constituted over 5% of overall American households). \textit{Id.}} As such, not just physical distance but also socioeconomic limits on travel may hinder elderly, minority voters ability to obtain the requisite identification.

However, even individuals in urban and suburban areas can experience difficulties. Many eligible voters in states with voter identification laws lack access to a vehicle or experience the effects of limited government funding for public transportation.\footnote{\textcopyright{} GASKINS \& IYER, supra note 141, at 5--10.} Countless elderly individuals, particularly the many who no longer drive, live in areas without the adequate, affordable transportation options necessary to carry out daily activities.\footnote{\textcopyright{} KEVIN DEGOOD, TRANSP. FOR AM., AGING IN PLACE, STUCK WITHOUT OPTIONS: FIXING THE MOBILITY CRISIS THREATENING THE BABY BOOM GENERATION (2011), available at http://t4america.org/docs/SeniorsMobilityCrisis.pdf.} Additionally, many individuals with minority backgrounds live in areas not adequately prepared to meet the voter identification needs due to a lack of sufficient identification-issuing facilities.\footnote{\textcopyright{} GASKINS \& IYER, supra note 141, at 10--13.}

4. \textbf{HIDDEN COSTS/COMPLEXITIES OF FREE VOTER IDENTIFICATION}

Many states that have enacted voter identification laws have provided means for individuals without the proper identification needed to vote to obtain free photo identification.\footnote{\textcopyright{} See, e.g., Georgia Voter Identification Requirements, GA. SEC’Y OF STATE, http://sos.georgia.gov/gaphotoid/ (last visited Oct. 20, 2014).} Arguably, the Twenty-Fourth Amendment\footnote{\textcopyright{} U.S. CONST. amend. XXIV, § 1.} prevents states from imposing fees on obtaining whatever form of voter identification they devise, as doing
so might qualify as a poll tax. However, even the “free” state programs generally require the presentation of various means of alternate identification, many of which can have costs of their own. In Georgia, for example, voters interested in obtaining a state voter identification card must provide (1) a photo identity document or approved non-photo identity document that includes their full legal name, (2) documentation of date of birth, (3) evidence of voter registration, and (4) documentation of the voter’s name and address.

For many elderly individuals, the assemblage of all of these required documents would be by no means a small task. Furthermore the costs of acquiring the needed documentation could also serve to deter registration by elderly voters, especially those living below the poverty line. In 2011, using its supplemental measure, the U.S. Census Bureau placed the nation’s elderly poverty rate at 15.1%. Even for elders falling above the poverty mark, many already have to deal with a myriad of costs, including skyrocketing healthcare costs, which serve to put expenses related to post-materialist matters, such as obtaining voter identification, on the back burner.

5. MINORITY & SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS CONSIDERATIONS

The cross-section of elderly and minority voters highlights a subset of the population particularly sensitive to the effects of voter

164. Compare Lyle Denniston, Constitution Check: Is it Unconstitutional to Require Voters to Have a Photo ID?, NAT’L CONSTITUTION CTR. (Jan. 5, 2012), http://blog.constitutioncenter.org/2012/01/constitution-check-is-it-unconstitutional-to-require-voters-to-have-a-photo-id/ (opining that the anti-poll tax Twenty-Fourth amendment is likely inapplicable to voter identification laws), with Laura Leslie, Fee for voter ID might be unconstitutional, WRAL (Apr. 6, 2013), http://www.wral.com/fee-for-voter-id-might-be-unconstitutional/12510806/ (providing the conviction of some individuals that requiring individuals to purchase identification in order to vote is a poll tax).

165. See, e.g., Georgia Voter Identification Requirements, supra note 162; see generally GASKINS & IYER, supra note 141 (pointing out, among other things, the costs of obtaining birth certificates and marriage licenses, prerequisites to obtaining a free voter identification in several states with strict voter identification laws).
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identification legislation. Several studies have shown that a disproportionate amount of non-white, voting-age citizens lack the government-issued photo identification required by strict voter identification laws. ¹⁶⁹

For example, in Texas, the Justice Department estimated that of the 600,000 to 800,000 registered voters that lacked the requisite form of identification in the state, a substantial portion were minority voters. ¹⁷⁰ “Even using the data most favorable to the state, Hispanics disproportionately lack either a driver’s license or a personal identification card issued by [the Department of Public Safety], and that disparity is statistically significant,” the Department noted in its review of the state’s voter identification law. ¹⁷¹

However, aside from lacking the necessary identification in the first place, many also lack the financial means to obtain acceptable forms of identification. In particular, many elderly individuals of minority heritage currently face socioeconomic difficulties unlike those of the other voting-eligible groups in American society. ¹⁷²

C. Alternatives to Photo Voter Identification

There are a variety of alternatives to photo voter identification laws that would potentially have similar efficacy and less of an impact on the elderly population. There are, unfortunately, no silver bullets, but several promising options nonetheless. Possibilities include statewide voter databases, proper registration administration, unique


¹⁷¹. Id.

identifier numbers, affirmations, signature comparison, identification picture database and prosecution. Many of these alternatives could potentially be combined, as necessary. As alternatives, these ideas are premised on the notion that voter identification laws are unnecessary and should be repealed out of a lack of necessity.

1. The Premise: Repealing Voter Identification Laws Out of Lack of Necessity

Many advocates for voter identification laws base their argument on the prevention of voter fraud and restoring the integrity of elections. However, according to one study, between 2000 and 2012, there were ten total cases of voter impersonation across the nation out of 146 million registered voters during this same period. Another found thirty-one total incidences of possible voter fraud that could have potentially been prevented by a voter identification requirement out of one billion ballots cast between 2000 and May 2014. Similarly, 2006 reports put out by the EAC found that while voter fraud does indeed occur, it generally takes place at voter registration or during absentee voting, not when at the physical polling places—the kind of voter fraud the photo identification laws would theoretically be able to prevent. The EAC also found that the impact of voter identification laws tend to fall disproportionately on minority groups. Arguably, the number of people most at risk for not being able to satisfy voter identification requirements, such as the elderly, vastly outweighs the instances of harm such laws seek to prevent.

Proponents of voter identification laws, however, are often nonplussed by such arguments. Some posit low reports of voter fraud are a reflection of partisan politics and are, therefore, not to be trusted.

Other arguments point to the need to preserve the importance and in-
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teignty of elections. These arguments parallel the already-existent necessity and acceptability of presenting photo identification for a variety of everyday tasks, like purchasing alcohol or riding on a plane. That said, those lobbying for these laws have yet to present convincing, empirical evidence of their necessity, and seem to be driven more by their own partisan interests of their own over actual concerns for electoral integrity. Arguably, the impetuses of proponents’ concerns are awash in the irritations of fear rather than a sober sense of reality.

2. Statewide Voter Databases

   Under HAVA, states are already required to maintain a single, dedicated voter database. Such a system makes it easier for states to maintain accurate rolls instead of having to deal with issues arising from sourcing this information from databases kept for separate matters.

   However, such databases are by no means ideal. While requiring centralized voter databases, HAVA left each state with a fair amount of local control to interpret and create their respective rolls. Upon implementation, this decentralization resulted in differing approaches to the creation, administration and capabilities of their databases which yielded varying levels of interactivity and currentness.
3. **Proper Registration Administration**

Both HAVA and the NVRA impose requirements on the states that, when used properly, could prevent voter fraud manipulation. These include regular cleansing of voter rolls in order to remove ineligible individuals and the removal of inactive voters. Such efforts potentially offer the benefit of accurate voter rolls so that only eligible voters are casting ballots.

Conversely, the downside is that scrubbing voter rolls is no easy task. State election officials “face the tightrope of making sure their voter rolls are accurate while avoiding erasing a valid record.” Additionally, some argue that the process used to purge voter rolls involves a flawed methodology that has a greater impact on eligible rather than ineligible voters. Furthermore, there is no universal sharing of this information between the states. Instead, groups of states have resorted to forming interstate consortiums based on the voter roll system they use.

4. **Unique Identifier Numbers**

Several forms of government-issued identification assign particular, exclusive numbers to individuals. Examples include Social Security numbers, driver’s license numbers and passport numbers. Particularly to elderly individuals, verification via Social Security number would not necessitate the acquisition of any form of government-issued identification. That said, the use of an identifier such as a Social Security number could present privacy and security concerns to some voters.

5. **Affirmations**

Many localities already require potential voters to affirm, via statement, their identity and eligibility to vote. In Vermont, for ex-
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ample, voters may not cast their ballots without having previously taken the state’s Voter’s Oath and attesting that they have done so.\textsuperscript{195} 

The benefit of affirmation requirements is that they are simple to administer and require little to no expense of public funds. That said, while not meaningless, affirmations alone do not expressly prevent an individual from deception in the voting booth, or even from lying while giving the affirmation itself.

6. **Signature Comparisons**

Like affirmations, obtaining signatures is already a common part of the voting verification process in many jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{196} These signatures, generally obtained during voter registration, are commonly used as a way to verify the identity of an individual voter. For example, the official website of the Oregon Secretary of State affirmatively states that “[t]he county elections office looks at every ballot that they receive and compares the signature to the voter registration record.”\textsuperscript{197}

Nevertheless, signature comparisons often rely on the individual abilities of election officials and could fall by the wayside during particularly busy polling times.

7. **Identification Picture Database**

One solution that would allow for picture identification without requiring elderly voters to physically possess photo identification would make use of existing government photo databases.\textsuperscript{198} More than 120 million people’s photos already exist in searchable state databases used primarily to counter driver’s license and identity theft fraud.\textsuperscript{199} States could conceivably expand the use of these databases to include voter verification as well.

Particular to elders, use of such systems would still require that some kind of identification photo does exist, whether it is state identi-
fication, a driver’s license, or passport. That being the case, relying solely on pictures in such a database might not be the most reliable way to ensure election official would be able to verify every voter they encounter. Furthermore, use of such a system could cause privacy concerns that might discourage some from partaking in the voting process or deter registration.

8. Prosecution

Most states already have laws against voter fraud with penalties including fines and imprisonment. In addition to existing state laws, federal election law already penalizes instances of voter fraud, with five years in prison and fines that can reach ten thousand dollars.

The plus of relying on existing laws is that they do not require additional legislative action and arguably serve a deterrent purpose. The consequence, however, is that such legal avenues require states and/or the federal government to expend time and money for litigation and by no means offer an immediate or certain resolution to issues of voter fraud.

D. Methods to Make Existing Voter Identification Laws Less Onerous

While the alternatives discussed rest on the notion of replacing voter identification requirement with means less likely to harm elderly voters, the discussion cannot stop there. As many states have already established voter identification laws likely to remain in place for the near future, it is also essential to look at means of mitigating the effects of voter identification laws, should they remain in place. Some options include providing free means of identification or exemptions, educating voters, provisional ballots and offering early voting opportunities.

201. Alternatives to Voter Identification, supra note 173.
1. Free Voter Identification/Exemptions

Many states with strict voter identification laws provide a free means to obtain the appropriate identification needed to vote or otherwise exempt particular classes of voters. Many states with strict voter identification laws provide a free means to obtain the appropriate identification needed to vote or otherwise exempt particular classes of voters. However, the requirements of obtaining free identification and the exemptions vary by state.

While these voter identification cards themselves are free, the materials needed to obtain them often cost money. For example, Indiana allows individuals to acquire free photo identification, but requires them to provide the same documentation requested of applicants for driver licenses or state identification. Generally the most common means of satisfying these documentations requirements cost money or favor individuals that are employed. Furthermore, actually acquiring identification generally requires visiting a physical location to present documentation, a trip not all elderly voter may have a means to make.

Some states have opted to make their voter identification laws less burdensome on the elderly via certain exemptions. For example, Kansas permits voters age sixty-five and older to use expired drivers licenses to satisfy the state’s voter identification requirements.

2. Voter Education

One means of mitigating potentially harmful effects of voter identification laws on elderly voters could be a concerted effort to educate this group on the requirements of a voter identification law in a particular state. For example, North Dakota recently started a public
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education campaign to remind voters to bring proper identification to the polls. While by no means a free endeavor, the state is paying for the campaign with grant funds provided under HAVA.

3. **Provisional Ballots**

States with voter identification laws generally allow individuals that arrive at a polling location without the requisite identification to cast a provisional ballot, to be counted once proper identification has been provided, usually within a few days. Under HAVA, all states are already required to provided provisional ballots when a voter does not appear on their rolls, however, many administrative issues can arise with the use of provisional ballot measures. As such, they are ideally a last resort option.

4. **Early Voting**

Early voting opportunities potentially give voters a bigger window than a single election day affords to realize and rectify issues with the identification they possess. Prominent methods of early voting include opening physical polling places prior to Election Day and absentee voting.

Early voting periods can be advantageous because they give voters greater schedule flexibility, better enabling them to make it to the polls. With a voter identification regime in place, an early voting period could serve as a means for voters to figure out whether or not they have the proper identification and afford them some time to obtain the proper identification. Particular to elderly voters, especially those with mobility or accessibility issues, this could provide them enough time to get their identification situation sorted out without missing out on an election.

---
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On the downside, early voting arguably does not necessarily encourage more people to vote and may actually be a factor in decreasing overall turnout. In relation to voter identification concerns, in order for early voting to serve as a proper warning a voter would need to actually partake in the process. While nearly a third of all voters reported voting early in the most recent general election, there still are a lot of people that simply do not or cannot—if their state does not allow it—cast their ballot early. Presently, thirty-two states allow eligible voters to cast their ballot during a particular period prior to the jurisdiction’s official Election Day.

All states permit some form of absentee voting for electors unable to make it to the polls. Absentee voting in particular can be an attractive option for elderly voters in a variety of circumstances, such as those living in rural areas, or those residing in an assisted-living facility by affording them greater convenience and flexibility when voting.

However, despite the positives, there are a variety of potential downsides to absentee balloting especially pertinent to elderly voters. These include increased opportunities for inappropriate influence from individuals the elderly voter resides with, as well as campaign workers. Some individuals may also hold a personal preference for voting in-person.
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There are several viable ways to ensure voting integrity when casting an absentee ballot. Some provisions states have enacted include witness requirements and notary requirements. Some states with voter identification laws have also sought to require that a copy of an acceptable form of photo identification be provided with absentee ballot requests.

IV. Resolution and Recommendation

The resolution to this issue comes in two parts. One, as strict voter identification laws are worth more trouble than good in terms of keeping the polls accessible for all factions of the body politic, such as elderly voters, they should be avoided and emphasis should instead be put on improving existing, less arduous verification methods. But, two, as many states have already adopted strict forms of voter identification laws that they are unlikely to willingly repeal in the near future, such states must take the steps necessary to ensure they mitigate the harmful effects that such laws can have in order to ensure fair participation by the whole electorate.

A. States Without Voter Identification Laws

Given the blockade voter identification laws put in place of many elderly voters; the phenomenally low, verifiable occurrence of the kind of harm voter identification laws are meant to prevent; and the existence of verification alternatives that place less of a burden on voters, an optimal solution would be to do away with new voter identification legislation altogether. Instead, the focus should be placed on strengthening the existing, numerous, valid, and less burdensome verification mechanisms. In place of voter identification laws, states truly concerned with integrity of their elections should
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turn to and perfect many of the safeguards already at their disposal instead of resorting to flavor-of-the-week legislation. Most states already have the tools in place to do so; they just need to figure out how to properly use them.

B. States With Voter Identification Laws

States that have already adopted stricter forms of voter identification laws should seek to mitigate the harms such laws can bring to elderly and minority voters via the use of all means previously discussed, including free means of identification or exemptions, educating voters, provisional ballots and offering early voting opportunities. While effecting all of these provisions may seem like overkill, the importance of ensuring eligible voters are able to assert their right to vote is too important for leaving stones unturned. Importantly, implementation of most of these would require minimal costs on the part of the states as they build off practices already carried out by the state, or, in the case of educational outreach, federal funding is available. All that really stands in the way is the slovenly political will to make them happen, and the need for spirited legislators, perhaps motivated by romantic visions of our nation’s democratic principles, to ensure the right to vote is not unduly infringed.
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V. Conclusion

Free, fair, and open elections are essential to preserving our country’s democratic essence. In order to maintain this principle, elections need be made open and accessible to all eligible citizens, regardless of age or any other factor, so their voices may be heard at the ballot box.

While the impetus for voter identification legislation is largely grounded in ensuring the integrity of the American electoral process, without great care they stand to disproportionately hinder more than help many sections of the electorate, such as elderly voters who seek to see their vote counted. Free and fair elections are about giving every voice an opportunity to be heard. While there certainly is a balance to be drawn in ensuring that elections are both fair and respectable, “Is it wise,” Judge Evans questioned in his Crawford dissent “to use a sledgehammer to hit either a real or imaginary fly on a glass coffee table?”

“I think not.”
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